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1. India may have (A)/ won the final for the
women’s Asia Cup hockey tournament
(B)/ with China in a penalty shootout,
(C)/ but it was (D)/ a full deserving
victory. (E)



2. The boiler explosion (A)/ by NTPC’s
Unchahar power plant (B)/ at Rae Bareli
underscore (C)/ the important of
inspections (D)/ and protocols for
hazardous industrial operations. (E)



3. Each human being has (A)/ certain
capacity (B)/ in common with other
human beings, (C)/ for instance, the
capacity to make her own (D)/ history in
concert to other human beings. (E)



4. Throughout his campaign in Japan, (A)/
team members played out of their skin
(B)/ to register the winner, (C)/ who has
secured them a spot in next year’sWorld
Cup (D)/ emphatically on merit, not as
wild-card entrants. (E)



5. Amazing, demonetization came (A)/ to
be identified with the idea (B)/ on
checking corruption (C)/ even in the
minds of (D)/ the educated and the well-
informed. (E)



6. The state of poverty is not a aberration,
(A)/ it is a production of industrial
society, (B)/ of the overproduction (C)/
and under consumption (D)/ which mark
this social order. (E)



7. If the Tamil Nadu government is serious
(A)/ about put Chennai on the global
map (B)/ of economic viable cities, (C)/ it
must moved beyond the creation of
weak storm water drains (D)/ to
integrated flood management system. (E)



8. There is not doubt that eliminating
leakage in the transfer (A)/ of welfare
payments and enable (B)/ the poor to
have bank accounts (C)/ is worthy
objectives, (D)/ and when achieved
should be consider significantly. (E)



9. The basic objective to the Indian Boilers
Act, (A)/ 1923 is to ensure the safety (B)/
of life and protecting of property (C)/ by
mandatory uniform standards (D)/ in the
quality. (E)



10. The lack of expectations (A)/ were clear
(B)/ from the fact (C)/ that there was no
live telecast, (D)/ even not online
streaming. (E)

For answers and explanation:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GTZXn1eMfME




